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Wizards 
Compulsive video-ers, · rejoice! 
Grune rooms will soon outnumber 
convenience stores. Wizards is the 
newest, see page 7. 
Victory!-
UCF's football team captured its 
first win Saturday against Millsaps 
College. For the story and game 
higlilights, see page 11. 
Unive.rsity of 
Central Florida 
Friday-October 2, 1981 No.9 
Thieves break in 
through ceiling, 
steal computers 
by Kathleen Foronda ·Moloney ~aid it looked like the 
Future staff thieves entered the lab through the 
drop ceilings . 
. Two Apple II computers valued ~t According to Gerber, there were 
$2,000 each were stolen from the eight Apple computers. With the 
. Fine Arts Building coµipute~ loss last weekend, he said, "This 
science lab last weekend. Also definitely adds to. the inco!lvenience 
stolen were three disG drives, each of students. . ~ o questio~. 
11
We 
worth about $500 . - already had rmrumum capacity. 
· · · - Gerber said the Apple II com· 
C~pt. ~d Moloney of the UC.F puters are used by undergraduate 
Police s~ud there are no suspects m students in introductory computer 
the case. science courses. The disc drives 
Dr. Herbert Gerber of the , Com· record and. stnre various programs · 
puter Science Department said the fed into the computers. 
theft probably occured "between 4 Though Gerber said the com· 
p.m. Saturday and ti a;m. Sunday." puters will probably be replaced, "it 
e said the lab was closed during won't be tomorrow,'' and the lab will 
t~t time period. be bµsier than ever. 
, Mike Brach/Future 
Students work in the computer lab in t.l~e Fine Arts Building, where two 
computers were stolen over· the weekend. The upper right comer of the 
photo shows the panels through which the thieves entered. 
. . - . 
. University loses classroom. space to offices 
by Jim Burgess 
Future staff . 
Classrooms 208 and 214 of the 
Humanities and Fine Arts Building 
are being converted into offices. 
Dr. Frank J uge, associate vice 
president for Academic Affairs, said 
the decision to change the 
classrooms into offices came about 
because of the addition of 30 new 
faculty members. 
"Right now we are using the 
Library Conference Room as offices 
for 18 faculty members and the 
Undergraduate Studies Conference 
Room for five or six more,'' J uge 
said. 
According to J uge, both 208 and 
214 originally were offices that were 
changed some time ago when there 
was a need for classrooms. The 
University Spacing Co~ttee has 
decided to use the rooms for their 
original purpose. Room · 208 will 
house the Arts and Sciences Advise-
ment Center, and Room 214 willhold 
the Air Force ROTC. _ 
Air Force ROTC will be moving 
its office from the Classroom 
Building to allow the now-cramped 
College of Business more room. 
ROTC will be giving up 1400 square 
feet of space in exchange for 900 
square feet in the Humanities and 
Fine Arts Building. 
"They (ROTC) haye been very 
coopera.tive about the situation. 
"It's going to be ·very tight for 
them. They will be literally falling 
all over each other," Juge said. 
While the two classrooms are be· 
ing converted to -offices, students 
and professors who were using them 
have been moved into portable 
classrooms with little inconvenience 
according to J uge. 
Office~, page 5 
Profess·or remembers Lebanon· 
by Mike Griffin 
Future staff 
The crisp gleam in Dr. John Liv· 
ingston's eyes softened when' he 
spoke of · Lebanon. ·His voice 
lowered to a melancholy tone as he 
. described his adopted homeland the 
way it was before 1975; before the 
"The Lebanese, particularly the 
people of Beirut, practice the art of 
peace in the heart of war. " 
Dr. John Livingston 
war. . 
"It ,was a paradise," the UCF. 
philosophy and history professor 
said. "You could wake up, take a 
20-minute drive out of Beirut, go 
skiing, have a nice dinner, drive 
home and take an afternoon swim. 
"But that was before '75 when 
Le ban on exploded,'' Livingston 
said. 
His love affair 'with the Middle · years in the desert I returned to 
East began long before the troubles Beirut to learn more about the Mid· 
of the tiny country surfaced. It die East and the Arabic Lan~age," 
started in 1965 when he graduated He said. 
fr.om Massachusettes Institute of It was · then that Livingston 
Technology (MIT) with an en_gineer- became submerged in the country's 
ing degree. He was hired by a Saudi culture. He spoke with Palestinian.· 
Arabian oil company and sent to . refugees who he described as a 
Beirut for training. · "forgotten people." 
He was fascinated by the culture "At that time no one knew of the 
of the city. Red tiled roofs accented Palestinians or cared if they existed, 
the architectural structures, while this was when they were not 
open air markets teemed with .the militaristic, when they depended on 
friendly, contented populace. the Arab countries for the return of 
their homeland." 
.'":'hen his training was completed, The second visit to Beirut chang· 
L1vmgsto~_left ~he cul_tural.cente~ of ed Livingston's life. He quit his pro-
Lebanon for tn~ and climate of · fitable engineering job and returned 
Saudi Arabia, but he never forgot 
the beauty of Beirut. "After two Professor, paf" ·~· 
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YORKTOWN 1781-1981 
The Army at Yorktown,1781 
"Spirit of Victory" 
- If you're looking for a challenge, 
look to Army ROTC and £-ind out what 
excitement is all about. You'll get the 
mental and physical challenges provided 
by Army ROTC adventure training pro-
grams ... orienteering, survival training, _ 
white water raft trips, and a lot of other 
sports you've probably never tried before. 
Army ROTC. . .live ~ith ·a challenge. 
Army R.O.T.C. Fri. 16 Oct., 1981 
Formal retreat, in front of the Admin. Bldg. 
4:30 P.M. ARMY ROTC 
Join "U.S." for Army Day. 
12 & 13 NOVEMBER 1981 
Just look around the lawn of the 
Engineering Bldg. for lots of 
"green" people with all types of 
green vehicles and equipment! 
LEARN WHAT . 
ITT AKES TO LEAD 
For More Information Contact: 
MAJOR JAMES D. HORNADAY 
University of Central Florida 
Orlando, Florida 3 2816 
(305)275-2430 
AT A qlANCE 
Events 
Secretary of State George Firestone will examine the political 
climate for the arts in Florida as the guest of music educators across 
the state today. 
Firestone will join members of the Florida College Music Educators 
Association in their annual workshop, held this year at UCF and 
themed "Musicin the '80s: A matter-ol Survival." 
The ~rogram featuring Firesto~e is open to the public. The session 
begins at 2 p.m. in ED Room 125 and will feature a brief ~o~c~rt . 
•••• 
The ~ual monitor program of the Orlando Jaycee Auxiliary will be 
tomorrow from 9 .a.m. to 3 p.m. at the Winter P.ark Library, 460 F.. 
New England Ave. This free .training session prepares people ~ged 15 
years and older to sit with handicapped of developmentally disabled . 
persons. Speakers will cov.er topics on retardation, cer~bral palsy, 
epilepsy, .autism, emergency medical procedures, recreation, occupa-. 
tional and physical therapy and behavior modification. 
Applications my be obtained at local junior and senior high schools 
and colleges or by calling 849-0417. 
•••• 
Bill Schaaf, the recipient of a recent Florida Fine Arts Council In· 
dividual Artist Fellowship, will give a slide lecture on his work on Oct. 
-6 in HFA Room 215. He will also present a demonstration wqrkshop 
on drawing in HF A 308 from 2 p.m. to 5 p.m. · 
Schaaf's work has been shown in one-man and group exhibitions at 
the Rebecca Cooper Gallery in Washington D.C., the Washington 
. Gallery in Chicago, the Allan Stone Gallery in N:ew York Cit~ ~d _the 
Virginia Miller Gallery in Miami. He is best know for his nchly-
, colored and highly textural paintings and drawings of dream-like im-
ages in which large, playful horses are the dominant symbols. 
• •••• 
On Oct. 7 at 2 p.m., Dr. Peter Nusser will spe~ on manipulation of 
the mass media in the Federal Republic of Germany. Then, on Oct. 9 
at 12 p.m., Nusser will discuss the major trends in contemporary Ger-
man literature since 1945. Both lectures will be in the Board of 
Regents Room on the third floor of the Administration Building. All 
are invited. 
Nusser is the author and editor of six scholarly books and numerous 
articles. He is a specialist in popular literature, and was educated in 
Berlin, Basel (Switzerland), and Goettingem. 
People 
Helwig Gregory Schmoock died in ail automobile accident Sept. 15. 
Schmooc)! was a student in the College of Education . 
•••• 
Susan M. Morgan, an accountancy major, has won a $1,000 General 
Mills Restaurant Group scholarship. Some of the criteria recipients 
must meet are: maintaining a 3.3 GPA, having 45 credit hours of work 
in the College of Business and demonstrating extra-curricular ac-
tivities and accomplishments. 
Update 
The newly formed UCF ultimate frisbee team will be competing in 
its third tournament tomorrow at the intramural field from 10 a.m. to 
5 p.m. UCF's team is co-hosting the event with Ultimate Frisbee of 
Orlando, UCF' s ultimate crossl'town rival,. 
The tournament will'decide the third spot for regional playoffs, with 
Univeristy of South Florida and University of Florida taking the top 
two spots. Other teams competing will be Florida Institute of 
Technology and Cocoa Beach. 
AnyQne interested in ultimate frisbee can call: Tim Clark or John 
Fisher at 273-5063. 
Last Saturday, the Ultimate Knights . won their first match, 
defeating Florida State University by a score of 10-5. 
• ••• 
Students · interested in worlOng with the yearbook staff should call 
editor Kathleen Johnson at Student Government, X2191. -
Staffers from last year have been working on the 1981-82 
yearbook since spring quarter. . 
According to Student Body President George ~handler, this yeai"s 
staff will be working with a local photographer so that students will be 
a~le to order extra photo prints. 
Individual shots will be free and group pictures will cost $90 for a 
full page, $60 for a half a page. 
•••• 
The UCF football game tomorrow will start at 7:30 p.m. instead of 7 
p.m. Tickets are on sale at the Kiosk today from 11:30 to 2:30 p.m. 
•••• 
Seniors and graduate students intereSted in applying for placement in the 
1981 Who's Who book of College students should contact Student Af-
fairs at X-2751. 
• 
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One more run-off and senate will be full 
by Dennis Long 
Future staff 
A candidate's misspelled name on 
last week's student senate election 
ballot has resulted in another run-off 
election. 
Jackie Demins, a candidate for 
Arts and Sciences Seat 11, was in-
correctly listed on last week's 
general election ballot . as Jackie 
Dennis. She finished third behind 
Elizabeth Perkins and Randal 
Get It Off Your Chest! 
~~'\S 4Rovc 
WITH~ THE 
£NVIRONME~T 
NA VY ON LIGHT BLUE :.. 
50/50 COTTONN & POLYESTER 
SPECIFY S-M-L-XL 
Send $6.98 (Postage Paid) To: · 
ECCO 
Post Office Box 6933 
Orlando, FL 32853-6933 
\ 
I 
Where am I gomg? 
·It is not only a question of eternity. It i~ a 
question of time. Where are you going right 
now? What are your goals? Jesus Christ offers 
goals for time and eternity. He says life is 
more than food, clothing and shelter. He says, 
"Seek first His kingdom and His righteousness 
and all these things shall be added t~ you." 
(Matthew 6:33) His kingdom is peace and 
love for today and hope for tomorro~. Trust 
him for time and eternity and He will show 
you the way, 
Let us share Jesus with you 
this sunday at 
The First Baptist Church 
of Oviedo . 
FIVE MILES NORTH OF UCF 
ON ALAF A YA TRAIL 
8:30 AM. 11:00 AM, 7:00 PM 
DR. WILLIAM R. MARR, PASTOR 
STAN TILLMAN. MINISTER OF YOUTH 
AND EDUCATION 
Weeks, which should have held this week. The first session of the 14th Stu-
dent Senate will meet Tuesday at 3 
p.m. in the Student Center 
Auditorium and is open to everyone. 
eliminated her from the.run-off elec- The winners of the remaining 
ti on. 
However, the Elections Commis· 
sion ruled the general election 
results for that race invalid because 
of Demins's misspelled name. All 
· three candidates were placed on the 
run-off ballot. Demins beat her op· 
ponents in the second election, but 
not by enough votes to avoid a run· 
off with Elizabeth Perkins who 
finished second. The run off will be 
* SUNROOFS & INSTALLATION 
TRUCKS - VANS & AUTOS 
* WINDOW TINTING 
* VAN ACCESSORIES 
* AUTO ACCESSORIES 
*AUTO POLISHING 
* AUTO LOUVERS 
REGISTER FOR FREE SUNROOF 
4945 S. ORANGE BLOSSOM TRAIL 
ORLANDO, FLORIDA 32809 
races were: 
College of Arts and Sciences: 
·Robert Peterson, Seat_ 2; Tom 
Gergora, Se~t 4; Deborah Adams, 
Seat 9; Brian McDonell, Seat 10; 
and Linda Gunter, Seat 12. 
College of Business: Tom 
Johnston, Seat 3; Charlene Moss, 
Seat 7. 
Colleg.e . of Health: Michelle 
Young, Seat 1; Vickie Gates, Seat 2. 
Diane Taylor I. Future 
Cool change 
This building at the left is the newest addition 
to the Florida .Solar Energy Center's · testing 
fa,cilities. 
Dedicated Sept. 22, scientists will alter the 
structure with different kinds of wall materials to 
· find the most energy-efficient cooling systems for 
houses. . 
Scientists will actually be able to tear down the 
· building's walls, and reconstruct new ones of dif-
ferent materials Within a few days. The purpose 
is to see which materials are best suited for cool· 
ing in Florida's-climate. A computer inside the 
laboratory will record an data collected from heat 
sensors located on several walls. 
The FSEC, staffed by UCF, funded the house-
sized laboratory for approximately $32,000. 
Because you are special to us ... 
... we are offe;ing a SPECIAL for YOU! 
Aristocrat ... 1..~~D· . 
· ~· . es1gns 
. . 
(Next to Record Reef) 
UNIVERSITY SQUARE 
CALL671-HAiR 
fD ~ED.KEN 
$4.000FF 
CUT & STYLE ONLY 
(Offer Good ~hrough I 0/9/8 I) 
MON-FRI ONLY 
Mon. & Fri. 9-6 Saturday 9-4 
Tues. , Wed. , & Thurs. 9-8 
Walk in or 
Appointm.ent 
GO KNIGHTS! 
HAPPY HOUR 
SATURDAY OCTOBER 3 
PITCHERS· $2.50 
'MUGS50¢: 
9:3()PM-12PM 
• . Page4 . 
College Bowl 
quiz game 
. hits campus 
College Bowl, the fast-paced inter-, 
collegiate quiz game, returns to some 
50Q campuses and the nation via the.I 
CBS Radio Network this ·seasCl:1 .. 
TIME magaZine is supplyin~ the 
program material. _ 
TIME is also contributing 
$20,000 to the College Bowl Scholar· 
ship Foundation for grants to all 
schools represented in the National 
Championship Tournament. 
UCF's tournament begins Oct. 19 
and lasts for two weeks. · Student 
· Center program director Paul 
. Franzese said he expects to see 
, ariywhere from 20 to 40 teams com· 
·peting this year. 
, According to Franzese, a team 
does 'not have to be from a recogniz· 
ed organization. Registration fees 
are $10 and forms are available at 
the SC main desk. The registration 
'deadline is Oct. 9. . 
College Bowl consists of contests 
between two four-man teains. Each 
scores points for correct answers to 
questjons asked by a moderator. 
· Qu~tions cover a wide range of sub· 
ject'3 from liberal arts curricula, cur· 
for sale 
1977 VW Rabbit nc, low mileage, auto, air, AM 
FM. Save on gas but stay comfortable in th.is 
quality car. Price reduced this week, $2960. Loan 
value $2760. Average retail value $3200. Auto 
Specialties of Oviedo, 365-5276, 1 blk. n. of stop 
light on 419 in. Oviedo. 
1978 Suzuki 550 GS, fairing, case savers, cruise 
control, backrest, cover, ·helmets, very clean, 
complete service record available, attachment and 
speakers Jor stereo. Runs excellent! 45-50 MPG. 
$1500. Call 425-2074. . 
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Norman the Armadillo 
~ 
by Dave Mitchell 
~ ~""'' ·----~··. ~) 
SOMf.ONE.'S BEEN rl\£~S1"1l:> 
~rn'\ ,~e, ..,ew~,~~eR'S 
'4E ~.'Tl CAL HOL.t) Ac,At\J ! 
::~r::i:!~n~.ontemporary art and. ·_cost Containment Board 
The game tests memory recall, I · h •t I • d ta 
1
breadth of interest, ability to think Ire eases ospl a price a 
under pressure, collaboration and . 
team spirit. Individual team players 
win scholarship prizes for the col· 
leges they represent. 
Questions and answers are 
prepared by College Bowl and 
authenticated by TIME magazine, 
which maintains the largest 
editorial research facility in the 
world. 
After a hlghly suc~es-~ful TV 
career under commercial sponsor· 
ship 10 years ago, College Bowl was 
brought back as the nationally 
organized "varsity sport· of the 
mind" by the Association of College 
Unions-International. The associa· 
tions, with a membership 'represen· 
ting more that 1,000 colleges and 
universities worldwide, is a non-
profit group founded in 1914. 
The Florida Hospital Qost Containment Board has released cost 
comparisons on the state's 257 hospitals and advised consumers. to 
shop around for hospital serv_ices as they would for any other maJor 
purchase. , . 
State Insurance Commissioner Bill Gunter and board chairman 
Howard Korn also announced a toll-free telephone number 
(1-800-342-0828) where consumers may call in questions abou~ 
hospital costs and obtain a pamphlet listing price information. 
"What You Should Know About Hospital Costs," is available in 13 
versions covering separate regions of Florida. There al.so is a Spanish-
language version for Dade and Monroe counties. 
"The fact is that daily rates and charges for services differ widely at 
competing hospitals within a community," Gunter said. "So a major 
point being emphasized by the release of these pamphlets is that con-
sumers should shop around.'' Communities with only one hospi_~ can 
compare costs with those of similar facilities in surrounding areas. 
Korn said the services covered in· the pamphlets include semi-private 
room rates, emergency rooms, hourly rate for the use of the operating 
room,' electrocardiograms, blood counts, anesthesia supplies, 
pulmonary function tests, chest X ·rays, upper gastrointestinal series 
and urinalysis. · · · 
'MARKETPLACE 
· wanted 
Do you have an old bike in your garage just taking 
up space? Will take. it off your hands if price is 
reasonable. Call Ann, x2865. 
" . 
Lonnie, My thoughts are many miles away • they lie 
with you while you sleep · kiss you when you start 
your day· Love, Wanda 
273·-5610 
UNIVERSITY VILLAS 
Furnished & Unfurnished .$235-$260 
2 Pools, Tennis Courts 
On-site bus svc. to UCF & Colonial Mall 
.roommatP.s 
Female needed to share 2-bdrm. 2-full bath apt. 
$220/mo., includes all util. & groc. Available Nov. 
1, po·ssibly before. Call Lisa, 277·3879 after 6 P.M 
or weekends. 
ORLANDO • house in quiet neighborhood. Share 
rent and util. No pets, nonsmokers only. 89~2336 
eves and weekends! ·' 
Room for rent in Oviedo, ideal for mature student. 
365-5575 or 365·5654. Ask for Mrs. Knicker-
bo~ker. 
Old English shHpdog, no papers, 1 Yz yr. male. All 
shots, "'II behaved, house broken. $150 or best 
offer. Call Kar at 677-4668. 
1-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~m~~~a~~b•~~~~~p~xYzm~ 
h~lp WaD~ed Carpool fromUCF.Call275-7139,askforSandy. 
Good flexible job for dependable students for a Need ride to and from UCF, residence near 50 and 
WICKER FURNITURE - Peacock chair and settee custom cleaning service. Must have car & phone. 17-92. Sch~dule varies, need ride .one day or all 
Including cumlons, like new, only. $75. Call 647· 3.50/4.25 per hr. Call 671-7463 for an interview. days. 894-2336 ens. 
7579 after 6:00 PM. 
1973 Honda CB 350 & 2nd 350 for parts. Lots of 
extra chrome, good for transport. Call Dwight at 
331-0321. $400/best offer. 
71 Firebird 350, good condition, mags, asking 
$1450. Ask for Mike, 275-4201. 
SUllPLUSJEEPS,CARS,TRUCKS 
Car-inv. vah1t $2143 sold for $100. For infor-
mation on purchasing similar bargaiqs, call 602· 
941-8014 Ext. 8587. Phone call refundable. 
10 BEAUTIFUL ACRES 
Near Lake Pickett apx. 7 miles from UCF in 
·Chuluota Ft. Christmas & Lk. Mills Rd. Sign on 
property. Apx. 660 x 660 temporary M.H. permits 
in area. Ideal for student group investment with 
housing at same time. Reduced for quick sale 
3,500. per acre with owner finance at 12% int. 
Write Pearl W. Fix, Realtor, Realty World Risley 
Realty Corp., 16102 N. Florida Ave., Lutz, Fl 
33549 or call (813) 961-2525; aft. hrs. (813) 961· 
0356. 
typist~ services 
EXPERT TYPING: 24 yrs. exp. Full time. term 
papers, theses, reports, resumes, etc. Correction The.Math Centre. Get ahead· get to the top of the 
of spelling, grammar, punc. and editing included. class with expert tutoring. Low, small-group 
Reasonable. Call Bea, 678-1386. rates. Call 830-7136. 
IMPROVE YOUR -GRADES, FAST ACCURATE 
TYPING, REASONABLE RATES! 10% DISCOUNT . 
WITH AD. Paper supplied, e~iting if requested. · Discover inner energy and overcome stress. 
exp., full-time. Kathy's Typin~ Service. 568-2969. Develop your full potential through the Transcen· 
- - - - dental Meditation and TM-Sidhi programs. Info, 
Excellence In TYPING helps the appearance and 422·7100. · 
the grade! · Term papers, Thesis, Dissertations. 
Materials supplied & editing available. Work done 
on IBM Sel. II • 1 mi. from campus. Call Marti 365-
6874 before 7:30 AM or after 5:38 PM. 
Typing specialist fo;~d;;s & professors. IBM 
& Turabian style. Nancy· 851-4489. 
FREE PREGNANCY TESTING 
Pregnant? Noed help? 841·2223 
Free Pap smear and breast exam 
Call for appointment·Counseling for men 
BETA Center, 419 N. Magnolia, Ori. 
ABORTION SERVICES, birth control information, 
Typing service available, 11 years experience. pregnancy tests and counseling. VD screening, low 
~l!se to UCF. Call Denise, 275-6257. ·cost, confidential services. 
- - - - Central Florida Women's 
1977 Honda Civic· 4-speed station wagon. 45,000 -Professional typlr.g. Accuracy and neatness will be ·Health Organization 
miles, good condition, 1ood gas mllea1e, AM/FM hard to beat. 20 years' experience· including 609 E. Colonial Dr., Orlando 
radio, good Michelin tires. $2800. Call after 6 PM, . dissertations, master's papers, term papers, etc. 898-0921 
671-2589. IBM typ,ewriter, paper supplied. Close to campus. 
1980 Supra Celica ••foaded", $9,000 or pay-off 
value. Excellent condition. Call Tina at 851-6266 
after 5:30 PM. 
Laser, heDum-nlon, used less thin 10 hours for 
display. $250. Cill 859-9795. 
Call Judy, 677-1902 or 275-2351. 
Sten+ Type 
TYPING--WORD PROCESSING 
Dissertation • Theses 
851-5252 
--. · - Rates too high? Call me! Prof. typist, 16 yrs. ex-
3 mobile homes· 1982's, brand new, never been ~ perience at low rates; call DAY or EVENINGS 678-
·lived in. 4360. 
Gay Social .Services of Central Florida offering 
legal and medical referral, counseling, hot line 
with trained members & special activities. ,For in-
formation call 843-2750. 
14x54, 2-bdrm 1·bath, $8,000 
14x56, 2-bdrm. 2-bath, $8,200 
14x70, 3-bdrm. 2-bath, $11,000 
tall Juan at 3&S-57o9. 
ABORTION SERVICES, FREE PREGNANCY TEST~ 
LOW COST BIRTH CONTROL Privacy, confiden- . 
.tiality paranteed. Birth Control Center, Inc., 725 
TYPING • Anything & everything. Very reasonable. N. Magnolia Avenue. Available by phone 24 hours 
Call Holli. 677-5983 ~r 678-7371. a day: 422·0606; or toll free 1 (8001432-8517. 
Roommate to share 2·bdrm. duplex. Near EW, 
Orange, and Kaley. Washer, dryer. Quiet. I drive 
every day and will share. $150/mo. Call 425-~al 4. 
losf&found 
Found • one wallet containing cash. To identify, 
call 'Campus police, X2422. 
Stolen • black leather motorcycle jacket from 
brown BMW.on Wed. Sept. 23, south lot. Any in· 
formation, please call 644-4370. 
g~poc 
C)@Jinic 
628-0405 
Toll Frpe R00-41 2-1249 
PllYSICIA N MA NAGED 
ESTABLISllED 1973 
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· Professor fights white collar crime 
Crooked·businessmen target of handboo_k 
by Pam Kirkland. 
Future Staff 
White collar crime has increased at an alarming 
rate, especially in Florida, according to Dr. Shirley 
Cossaboom, a UCF 'accounting professor. 
Dr. Cossaboom has written a handbook that 
will help police investigators, attorneys, and ac· 
coµntants discover specific techniques in un-
covering specific types of white collar crime com· 
mitted by businesses. 
"Most people feel that Flon'da is one of the 
great havens for white collar crime in the world, 
especially in the ·Fort Lauderdale area," said 
Cossaboom . . 
Cossaboom explains two types of white collar 
crime in her handbook-laundering money and 
securities fraud. Laundering money involves tak· 
ing money from an ill~gal so~ce, such as drugs, 
and making it look respectable, sometimes show· 
ing up as a business profit. Securities fraud in· 
_volves overstating a company's assets, or 
understating its· expe11ses and/or liabilities. 
. "Police investigator~ specializing in white col-
lar crime have either law, accounting or 
cri~nology degrees and this handboo~ is design-
ed to help ·all backgrounds understand ·more . 
about investigating white collar crime," 
Cossaboom said. 
The handl>ook not only shows the investigator 
methods and sources to go to and how to examine 
the books to find probable cause that a crime has 
been committed, but it also shows the basics of 
accounting and financial analysis. 
~ach year professors have a ch~ce to propose 
jobs to do research on the Star rResearch Pro· 
gram . . After the bid is made, they are given a 
grant with which to do their research, Cossaboom 
said~ 
Cossaboom finished the book in December of 
1980 after working on it for over a year. "I became 
so i~volved in the research that I spent half a year 
~f my own time without pay on ·it," said 
Cossaboom. 
The book hasn't been published yet, but 
Cossaboom .plans to develop a whole set of 
teaching tools from it-a' textbook, a teacher's 
manµal, and a student workbook. 
Schools just aren't ready to teach in depth 
about investigating white collar crime, according 
Dr. S.hirley C0ssaboo~. 
to Cossaboom. i'Right now, they don't have the 
·money or experienced professors to teach this,'' 
Cossaboom said. 
According to Cossaboom, government officials 
don't place the priority they should on white collar 
crime. "People in high positions often view white 
collar crime as allnost a sophisticated business 
technique rather than a crime,'' said Cossaboom. 
Offices-----..,.------1rom page 1 r....._--·---------·--.._._._._.._..._.._..... ---·~ 
ic~s~ 1~1 "The portables have been stacked distance between classes, but they with audio visual equipment for have a few minor complaints about those . professors who use them the portables. heavily," Juge said. "We will try to The major complaint was · the 
shift schedules next term to accom· short notification they received to 
modat6 those faculty members who leave the rooms in the Humanities 
~till prefer using the Humanities and Fine Arts Building. Professors · 
and Fine Arts Buildini,'Juge added. were told in a memo on a Friday 
Several ·professors who now must afternoon that they would have to 
walk from one side of the campus to. move their classes to the portables 
the·other said they ·can deal with the by Monday. 
. -'. NEED.~AU.TOJNSU.RA.NCE? ... -.· 
• • \ • ' l ' ·, ·,,,. •• - • • \ ~ 
You need to call ... 
¥~ 514-Abb IPRBDTI 
1~~ ~ CHILD CARE CENTER 
7408 ALOMA AVENUE 
11A Miles East of 436 
6 am to 7 pm Mon. -Fri. 
FINEST CARE AT THE LOWEST PRICES . 
"CARING IS OUR BUSINESS" 
INTRODUCTORY SPECIALS FOR NEW CUSTOMERS . 
FREE REGISTRATION (815 v ALUE) WITH Tms AD 
THE PERMANENT WAVE CO. 
1900 MURDOCK BLVD. UNION PARK 
0 
(I) • PHONE 275-5980 
~ e. 
:> tC 
tC """' ~ ] ~nion Park 
~ ~ Shopping 
te ~ Plaza 
Fi e 
&i = • Ile u 
* • 
Murdock Rd. 
c:> 
It) 
North · ...... I 
Now we 
have an 
electronic 
syste~ to 
Dive you 
a perfect 
perm. 
Recognized by Teddy Ulma and the 
Institute of Advanced Hair Styling 
Offering the new SPIRAL PERM for young adults 
PERMANENTWAVE ...................... $12.50 
HAIR CUT ...................................... $3.00 
SHAMPOO & SET ........................ ~.$4.00 
ELECTRONIC COMPUTERIZED PERM ... $25.00 
(1) Curly Look Permanent, (2) Soft Wave Permanent, or . 
(3) Wash & ~ear Permanent 
I fizzeria ...... ~ RistoraqtC · I 
~ . \ I Hwy.50JustWest0f AlafayaTr. I-
~ (Fairway Shopping Ce~ter)- ~ 
~ . 
~ · 282-4242 l MON.-THll(~ft:OOAM·ll:OOPM 
~ FRI. & S4.1.11:00~M-1:00AM . 
~ SUNDAY 1:.00PM-lO:OOPM· · 
I BEER&WINE 
.~AVAILABLE 
;. ~·~~ ............ &ttr •• ~.._.... ...... ~ ........ ~ 
- Ci\s\\ M1~ .. 
Ph:¥rla ......... Rl11tor11,.; 
LARGE PIZZA 
fOR 
PRICE OF 
. MEDIUM 
t.t a.m._~_ $_11~--· 
EXPIR~S: OCT. 8, 1981 
"Pilot The ~you 
have 1o hold onto 
• .1wo hands!' 
-Rodney Dangerfield 
"lrs almost criminal how people go for my Pilot Fineliner. Why? Its 
fine point writes through carbons. And Pilot charges only 79c for it. 
People get their hands on. it and forget irs my pen. 
I got .QQ pen. And no respect! 
People go nuts over my Pilot Razor 
Point too. It writes with an extra 
fine line. Its metal collar helps 
keep the point from 
going squish. 
For only age they 
should buy their 
own peri- and show 
some respect for my property." 
(!»ILOT] 
fine point marker pens 
Peo le toke too Pilot like irs their own. 
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On Campus Interviews 
OCTOBER 7th 8:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M. 
Make Your First Career Step·A Powerful One! 
Your future is drawin1 near, and so are th~ decisions that will shape it. At TAMPA-ELECTRIC, your Electrical, Mechanical, 
Chemical and Engineer Technologists de~ree can. play an important role in the·future; a future tbat will allow you to grow and 
expand as we do to meet the enel'IJ d'.#mands of the coming decades. 
. ' ' 
If responsibility, challenge and 'rowth are important to your career, so is TAMPA ELECTRIC COMPANY. Don't miss this op-
portunity to attend our upcoming On-Campus interviews. To arrange a convenient date and time, contact your Placement 
Office. 
At TAMPA .ELECTRIC, you'll. receive an excellent salary, many valuable benefits important to a new career, and exceptional 
opportunities to grow all in the excitement and beauty of sunny Tampa, Florida. Don't hesitate. Join TAMPA ELECTRIC, and 
give yourself more power for your future! ' . 
IF UNABLE TO ATIEND 
PLEASE FORWARD YOUR 
RESUME TO: 
RayMHde 
P.O. Box 1124 
Tampa,florida 33601. 
~li\lv\PA 
LilJ ELECTRIC 
A TECO ENERGY COMPANY An Equal Opportunity 
Employer M/F 
Get Yourself 
a piece ot the pie! 
OPEN HOUSE FOR STUDENTS AND FACULTY 
DATE Monday, October 5th TIME 11:30 -1:00 PLACE Engineering Room 359 
All Electrical and Mechanical Engineerin·g and 
Computer Science students and faculty are cor· 
dially invited to attend. E>isplays and literature 
about the high tech~ology, state-of-the-art pro· 
grams and products of the Fortune 500 Harris 
Corporation will be available. Engineers and tech· 
nical managers from Harris divisions will be pres· 
ent to answer any questions and discuss career 
opportunities wi1h graduating · seniors and ad· 
vanced degree candidates. 
Refreshments will be served. Join us. 
On campus interviews: Tuesday, October 6th 
m~B!,!? 
Your I.D. is the key 
to savings offered by 
Future Advertisers. 
Use It! 
. Mary Wilson 
Editor-in-chief 
Steve Longcrier 
Business manager 
Diane Taylor 
Managing editor 
Lee Elliott 
Entertainment editor 
Vince Cotroneo 
Spom editor 
Brian LaPeter 
Photo editor 
Kathleen Foronda 
News editor 
Andrea O'Malley 
Copyeditor 
Datla Kinney Scoles 
Advertising manager 
Wanda Garfield 
Production manager 
Michele Davis 
Sales manager 
The Future is published weekly in the 
fall and spring and bi-weekly in the sum-
mer at the University of Centra·t Flroida. 
It is written and edited by students with 
offices in the Art Complex on Lib~a Drive. 
Address correspondence to the Future, 
P.O. Box 25000, Orlando 32816. Letters 
and news announcements must be submit-
ted by 5 p. m. Monday to be considered for 
publication in the next issue. 
Opinions expressed . in the Future are 
those of the editor or the writer and not 
nec_essarily th~se of the University Board 
of Publications or administration. 
(WITH COUPON) 
NOT IN CONJUNCTION 
WITH ANY SPECIALS 
MONDAY NIGHTS 
Chicken Cacciatore $3.25 
9-12 35¢ Draft · I 
I $3.00 Any Pitcher I 
: (Lounge Only) I 
I Enjoy Your Favorite Cocktail I 
I
I In Our Lounge II 
BOOK YOUR NEXT PARTY 
I AT JOHNNY'S & RECEIVE I 
I HAPPY HOUR PRICES I 
I FREE PRIVATE ROOM I SPECIAL MEAL RA TES 
II BANQUET FACILITIES FOR 95 •• · CAMPUS GROUPS WELCOME ...... _______ .... ____ _, 
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No pinball at Wizard's, just mondo video 
by Larry Thompson 
Futureabff 
. The mid~ftemoon traffic was 
bumper-to-bumper as the heq,t of the 
sun melted the row of faded motels 
and bustling restaurants into a hazy 
mirage. It was then that I noticed a 
small wooden house set off the road 
under large, shady trees, so I pulled 
into the parking area. I climbed the 
steps past the mailbox and opened 
the door. A dim purple glow lit the 
·cqol green corridor as I followed the 
sounds of alien voiees and exploding 
laser missiles to the inner chamber 
olWizards. 
Command, Defender, Wizard of 
Wor, Super Cobra, Phoenix, and 
Pac-Man. 
One dollar buys five game tokens. 
In addition to the bonus tokens, 
Wizards' Defender giµnes feature a 
full five-ship complement. Video 
game tee shirts (such as Pac-Man) 
are available. 
Co-owner Andy Kline describes 
Wizards as "strictly video"; a place 
for all ages. It is "not a hang-out" 
he explained. No food and driiiks 
are served and a no-smoking policy 
~s enforced. 
Wizards is open seven days a week 
from 11 a.m. to 11 p.m. except Fri-Wizards is the new video game 
room celebrating its grand opening 
at 415 Orlando Ave. in Winter Park. 
To acquaint video enthusiasts with 
its facilities, Wizards is par- . 
ticipating in an Atari-sponsored 
Asteroids, Deluxe and centipedes 
competition with local finals to con-
clude Oct. 10 and 11. Winners will with the highest scores on selected day and Saturday .when players can 
be sponsored to travel to Chicago for games. do battle until midnight. 
the $250,000 national champion-
ships Oct. 28-Nov. 1. 
During the grand opening, prizes 
will be giv~n to those contestants 
The room contains more than 25 Wizards will be constantly up-
games to challenge the skills of all dating its machines and providing 
earthly combatants, including . the newest electronic challenges 
Asteroids, Astro-~lazer, Missile available in the video market. 
A lien will be shown in the Student Center Friday and Sunday . 
·ca·sablanca will be in the ENAUD Wednesday night. For more 
on and off-campus entertainment, see Etc. on page 9. 
. . 
With 'So Fine.' O'Neal can kiss his aspirations goqdbye 
~y Mark Schledorn 
• Future staff 
The economic crunch must have caught up with more than just college 
students. Why else would successful actors lend their name to a movie like 
"So Fine"? 
Perhaps Ryan O'Neal can't get a serious script since the sappy "Oliver's 
Story". At any rate, name lending is precisely what O'Neal and Jack 
Warden are guilty of, certainly not acting. 
"So Fine" offers a failing dressmaker named Jack Fine (Warden) who is in 
debt to a nine-foot tall thug called Mr. Eddie (Richard Kiel). 
Mr, Eddie takes over and kidnaps Fine's son Bobby (O'Neal) from his posi-
tion as American Lit professor at a preppy New England College and forces 
him to head his father's dress business. 
Bobby Fine falls for the giant's wife and she invites him home. Mr. Eddie 
comes home unexpectedly and his half-wit Italian wife throws Bobby's 
clothes into the fireplace. All of this takes place without so much as a 
snicker from the audience and what follows is probably one of the most 
ridiculous love. scenes of all time. 
It seems that M~. Eddie is a sound sleeper and the Italian airhead 
(Mariangela Melato) thrP.atens to scream if Bobby -doesn't sleep with 
her ... and the snoring goliath. · 
The film slips from bad to worse when Fine is forced to make an early mor-
ning escape dressed in his lover's attire. During the escape he splits his 
circulation-stopping jeans but reports to work anyway. The lobby of his of-
fice is filled with dress buyers who go nuts ·over the splits in his seat. 
Fifteen minutes is then spent showing the ads for the jeans in hopes that a 
meat market of bare buttocks will be enough to make the public turn out for 
this totally awful picture (after all Three's Company continues to be a T.V~ 
hit for basically the same reasons). 
Somehow this all ends up at an Italian opera .with Mr. Eddie and his wife 
in the starring roles and Bobby hiding under a prop. The opera comes com-
plete with stupid subtitles explaining how Mr. Eddie is going to tear Bobby 
Q~ . 
From the ads for this movie alone, one couldn't expect much. However 
one major dissappointment is the appearance of Fred Gwynne in the role of 
department chairman at the college. It is truly a step down from the televi-
sion role he made famous ... Herman Munster. . 
. . 
Lofgren's 4th album supefb 
by· Paul Gerardi 
Future staff 
Nils Lofgren, a Chicago and 
Washington D.C. bred guitarist, has 
weathered the ye~s rather well. An 
excellent gu:it¢st and pianist, he 
has gathered nothing more than a 
·cult following. 
Lofgren formed the band Grin in 
the early seventies and has recorded 
with Neil Young and also Crazy 
Horse. He also performed on the 
former' s Tonight's The Night Tour . . 
Since the breakup of Grin (197 4), 
Lofgren has recorded four solo 
albums of which Night Fades Away 
is the most receni. .. 
Night Fades Away has beeµ 
released in the last two weeks and is 
consistent with the work Lofgren 
has done in the past. The soaring 
guitar riffs, · the full production and 
the overall unconventional sound of 
the album are trademark Lofgren 
sounds. 
There are numerous familiar 
studio musicians on the album. The 
one name that comes to the 
forefront is the producer Jeffrey 
Lofgren, page 9 
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'Mommie Dearest' turns legend into Ugly rumor 
by ·Lee Elliott 
Entertainment editor 
The alarm clock rings in the pre-dawn dark. A 
woman slips out df bed and plugs in th1z coffee 
maker before beginning her morning routine. Off 
comes the chin str-ap and other straps designed to 
cheat gravity. She washes in boilhig· hot water, 
using a stiff scrub brush ~ if hp;· face was a floor 
in a 'plague ward. She rinses :.t- bowl of astringent 
on ice, then chooses her day's. wardrobe from a 
.suite of antiseptically clean-1.ook closets. Dressed · 
in coat, slacks and concealing scarf, she glides 
down her magnificent staircase al.one and lets 
herself out. The car is waiting. "Good morning, 
Miss Crawford," says the dJiver. 
It's a fascinating glimpse into the "glamorous'' 
life of a Golden Age film star, and it says more · 
about Crawford·her strength and d~termination­
than the next. two hours of film. 
Unfortunately, this is as sympath~tic as she's 
allowed to be. The following reels paint her as a 
totally synthetic,· self-absorbed gargoyle. $he 
doesn't have a heart of stone, she is stone. Pure 
granite, as she's portrayed in daughter . de~est's 
tacky con~essional, ''Mommie Dearest.''. 
Apart from her obvious loneliness, ·the film 
does little to clarify Crawford's motivation. This Joan Crawford, Mother of the Year. 
not convincing as Joan Crawford. To watch her is 
to marvel at the transfiguring make-up and man-
nerisms. Her work is lost under some truly vir- · 
tuosic pancake and lipstick. . 
Dunaway's performance is a brave one, though. 
Not many act.resses could bear up under a role 
that stretches Gloria Swanson's final, mad line in 
"Sunset Bouleyard" ("I'm ready for my close-up, 
Mr. DeMille!") into the attitude of half a lifetime. 
If this fi~ is true, Crawford lived only for that 
close-up. · · 
Taking Christina into her arms for the first 
time,· she s~eeps grandly up the stairs, then turns 
with a telir in her eye and a tremor in her voice. 
· The windows behind her arch above her head like 
the halo in a Renaissance painting of the Madon- · 
na and child-a visual · trick none-too-subtly 
echoed by the soft folds of her virginal blue gown. 
Close-up. Mother and child. 
It's deliberate, supposed to be deliberate, but.it 
still stinks. · 
· "Mommie Dearest" is an .unkind cut: a 
shallow, relentless, pointless mess. It fails as 
biography, it fails as entertainment, it eve~ fails 
as gossip. The film needs an attitude, depth and 
emotional focus. It's simply 'a cheap, pandering 
butcher job on a defenseless woman. 
Don't ju_st miss "Mommie Dearest." Cross 
over to the other side of the street when you pass 
the theater. Wait for something of substance to 
come along. . 
is its greatest weakness. It rage~ and raves: then . . ,, . , . 
creeps and slinks and says absolutely nothing. children are luckies~, or glowers like TV s Mikey 
. . . - - when confronted with a new and strange cereal. 
Why was this film made? Ostensibly a true To her credit she does it well. · 
. story, .it. h~sn't the ring of_ . . truth. The Less con~ncing is Diana Scarwid, . · who Gazy U. S. Bonds will definitely appear 
with P~blo Cruise at UCF's homecoming 
concert Nov. 1. According to tM Student 
Cente~, tickets will tentatively go on sale 
Oct. 7. For more· information contact the 
SC, 275-2611. 
charactenzat10ns are shallow, ndiculously so. mumbles and snarls as adult Christina. Yes she 
The directiOn is as tortured mannered . as a has a lot to snarl about, but so does Joan. 'And 
Cr~wford performan~e. . <_)f. course, this is that's the tragedy here. Both women suffered a 
deliberate. The question is, is it necessary? great deal. They loved and hurt one another for 
Neither mother nor daughter are .terribly ~­
ing personalities. Young Christina (MaTa Hobel) 
either chirps brave homilies about "adopted 
DAILY HAPPY HOUR 
11AMto7PM · 
2-FOR-l DRINKS 
$1 OFF ON PITCHERS 
MONDAY •••••••••• 
•Big Screen Football 
•Quart Night. $1. 7 5 
TUESDAY •••••••••• 
•Drink or Drown 
8 PM to 12PM 
Girls $3/Guys $5 
All You Can Drink! 
WEDNESDAY•••••••• 
•25¢ Bar Drinks & 
· 25¢ Drafts 
7 PM to lOPM 
THURSDAY••••••••• 
•Ladies Night 
3 Free Drinks for Ladies 
SUNDAY•••••••••••• 
•Drink or Drown 
8 PM to 12 PM 
Girls $3/Guys $5 
All You Can Drink! 
reasons unknown, but the film's bias is such that 
the audience really can't care about them. 
Nor can it believe in them. Faye Dunaway is 
ORLANDO, FLA. 
• • • • • • •• • •• • ••••••••••••••••••••••• • • • • 
:- $·1 OFF ! • • • • ·' :·coNCERTS: . : . 
• • : . WITH : • • • • .i UCF l.D . . ! 
• • ••••••••••••••••••••••• . . . . . 
• • • • • • • • 
/ 
CONCERTS 
lRON 
BUTTERFLY 
OCTOBER2 
PAPA . 
JOHN CREACH 
OCTOBERlO 
RICK NELSON 
OCTOBER14 
LACY J. DALTON 
OCTOBER21 
LEON RUSSELL 
OCTOBER31 
BOBBY BARE 
NOVEMBER4 
EDGAR WINTER 
NOVEMBERS 
-
• 
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Lofgren--from page 1 
Baxter. Jeff "Skunk" Baxter has IEl~C 
played with both Steely Dan and the . ~ 
I}oobie Brothers. His knowledge of •• 
production techniques and his ex-
cellent guitar playing enhances the 
album. 
Lofgren has done two remakes on 
the album. The first is a Del Shan-
non piece called I Go To Pieces. The 
second is an old Beatles tune written 
by John Lennon and Paul McCart-
ney called Anytime At All. The 
rest of the tunes are all original 
Lofgren material except for Streets 
Again and In Motion which are 
Lofgren/Baxter collaborations. 
Night Fades Away is the first 
album in a long time that is good all 
the way through. . Whereever the 
needle is dropped on the album great 
music spills forth from the ~peakers. 
Jonathan Williams: a Personal 
Co~ection is a photo e~bit of 
the works of Ansel Adams, Im-
ogene Cunningham and others. 
At Valencia's· West Campus 
Gallery, Oct. 9 through ·Nov.6. 
Don't forget Mr. Fingers will be 
in the SCA for an evening of 
"magic and mentalism" on Oct. 8 . 
at 8 p.m. · 
Florida's state touring com· 
pany will perform "Dance Alive!" 
a repertoire of classical pas de 
deux, jazz ·and contemporary 
dance at the SCA. Showtime- is 8 
p.m. ·Tuesday, Oct. 6. 
I 
All Nils Lofgren fans will welcome 
this latest release, and if you aren't a 
Lofgren fan, after listeD..ing to the 
album you will be. · The Altamonte Community 
Jazz ~nsemble will be featured in 
(Paul Gerardi is Music Director at "A Concert in t~e Park," an out-
WUCF-FM.) 
THE HAIR SHOP 
. Precision-Styl.e Cut $ 7 .0.0 
10509 E. Colonial Dr. 
(Winn Dixie Center) 
UNION PARK 
Full Service Salon 
Walk-Ins Welcome 
282-11'00 
Daily 9-5 & Thurs. til 8. 
ROCKTOBERFEST 
·Friday, Octoher 9~. 1981 9PM - 2AM 
All the Beer & Coke 1ou Can Drink! 
Life Entertainment with Nightwing . 
*3.00 Admlulon at the Door 
Winter Park C~lc Center (Mizell #We. Behincl W.P. Hospital 
HIS & HERS FALL SHAPE µp .. .if you 're 
looking for a great· haircut, let our .team of Con-
temporary hair designers consult with you ab~ut . 
the new "Looks of Elegance" straight from New 
York. Cur Total Hair Care Center can ~ve you a 
great look at the ·right price. No appomtments 
necessary. Come try the difference! Our business 
is .... LOOKING GOOD! Predsion Haircut. Sham-
poo & Blow Dry Style .... $12.50. A savmgs of 
$5.00. Guys .... $9.00. Long hair slightly more. ay 
selected stylist. ~ 
Colonial Plaza Mall 
894-2821 
Great 
1-taircuts 
unltcJ. 
Plctt.Jre Perteet Hair 
door concert in Westmonte Park 
off Spring Oaks Blvd. in 
Altamonte Springs. The concert 
is free, with "something for 
everyone's musical tastes." Sun-
day, Oct. 4, at 5 p.m. 
Ybor Square in . Tampa i~ 
hosting its Sixth Annual Fall 
Arts and Crafts Festival on 
Saturday and Sunday (Oct. 3 and 
4), from -10 a.m. to 5 p.m. AWnis-
. sion and parking are free in the 
hist-0ric district which featur~s 
landmarks and uniqu~ shops in 
addition to the displayed works of 
more than 200 artists. 
Winter Park didn't put · the 
festive iii fes.tiv81, but it's deter-
mined to keep it there. The 
Autumn Art Festival on Rollins' 
campus (S_aturday and Sunday, 
Oct. 10 and 11) . should be a. satis-
fying weekend of entertainment 
even for art unenthusiasts. 
Jazz band Clean Machine kicks 
off the entertainment at noon 
Saturday, followed by a dance 
recital by Ballet Royal, an Orlan-
do troupe. After the 3 p.m. 
awards ceremony, Latin jazz 
group Big Bamboo will play from 
4 to 5 p.m. 
On Sunday, New Orleans Ex-
press Will play Dixieland Jazz 
from noon until 1 p.m. "The 
Clubhouse Kids," a young theater 
group, perfo_rms at 1 p.m., follow-
ed by Rosie O'Grady's Scottish 
Highlanders and Scottish danc-
ing at 2 p.m. . . 
Yes, but is it art? Seventy-five 
of the state's finest artists will be 
displaying their work somewhere . 
in and around the pipers, the 
players, the concession stands, 
the jazzmen, tM spectators and 
the merely lost. · · 
Those interested in discovering 
how so many will do so much with 
sq little space are advised that the 
festiv~ hours are 9 to 5 p.m. 
Saturday, and noon to 5 Sunday. 
SKI COLORADO SUMMITT 
·Breckindridge - Copper M th. - Keystone 
MARCH 3-11, '82 
$475.00 per person 
INCLUDES; ROUND TRIP AIR -ORLANDO-DENVER 
BUS DENVER TO BRECKINRIDGE - RT 
7 - NIGHT LODGING - 4 TO A ROOM 
CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST DAILY 
FREE BEER & WINE - A PRE SKI 
GROUP FORMING - SIGN UP' NOW! 
DETAILS: CALL SKI DEPT. 678-2478 
CARIBBEAN CRVISES OF ORLANDO 
• 
• 
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Protessor-------from page~ 
to the United States to-study Mid- Livingston said that the Palesti-
dle Eastern History at Princeton Iiians became closely tied with the 
University. He also did· post- impoverished and "neglected 
doctorate work in Islamic History at Moslems of the south." As the 
Harvard and finally returned to · Palestinians grew stronger, the 
Lebanon in 1970, this time to teach. Israelis began to attack bases 
He took residence near the within southern Lebanon. Liv-
American University of Beirut ingston said the predominantly 
(AUB) and set up housekeeping in Christian government did not do 
his ''new found home.'' However, enough to protect · the southern _ 
the troubles of the region began to Moslems from the Israeli attacks. 
filter into Lebanon and the paradise Tension in Lebanon grew, and 
began to crumble: when in April of 1975, & bus load of 
· "It (Lebanon) was referred to as Palestinians returning from a 
an oasis in a desert of war, but when celebration was machine gunned by 
the Arabs lost the 1967 war the Christian militia ~en, the powder 
Palestinians began to realize- that keg exploded. 
the Arab nations were not going to Leftist Moslems used the incident 
commit themselves to returning the to spark a civil war against the 
Palestinian homeland.' 'Livingston Christians. Machine gun fire and 
said. rockets destroyed downtown Beirut. 
"The _ Palestinians began to arm However, in 1976, a military coup 
them_selves. They forme4 military split the nation's army and heavy 
organizations (Palestinian Libera- artillery began to rip the city apart. 
tion Organization and The Popular 
Front . for the Liberation of 
Palestine) . and used southern 
. Lebanon as a base," he stated. 
"Shells began falling everywhere, 
even· on the university campus. In 
the first four months of the war, 
New FREE catalog Hsts the best in hypnotic self ·help t~pes. 
All tested, proven, sold with complete money·b•ck guarantee. 
PROSPERITY• SELF-CONFIDENCE •GOOD HEAL TH 
STOP SMOKING•WEIGHT LOSS•E.S.P.•BEnER MEMORY 
IMPROVE SEXUAL LIFE•MANY MORE! 
Send Today For Amazing FREE Catalog. 
UNIVERSAL CENTRE 
P.O. BOX 188 
FERN PARK, FL. 32730 
The price 
. orstyle . 
has just co111e 
ao"W"n: . 
Save $20 or more on SILADIIJM® 
College Rings ••• now only $79.95. 
College Ring table will give you 
the chance to see the full 
collection of rings for the fall. 
OCTOBER 6, 8, 9 
AT THE STUDENT CENTER 
-
AND AT THE BREVARD CAMPUS 
OCTOBER 7 5:30PM-8:30PM 
. ROOMB:l27 
Ocpos.Jt rcqui~d . )lu:-.h.·r< "J1un.?"' tir \ '1:-.a J4..\."1.'JHt.0 1I 
more than 60,000 people were kill-
1ed,'' said Livingston. 
Needless to say, Livingston was 
forced to change his lifestyle con-
siderably. "We were told to live in 
the basement to avoid the shelling, 
but that was too inconvenient. At 
night I would drag my mattress 
from the bedroom to the living room 
to avoid the occasion81 -bullet that 
would whiz through the window." 
Livingston noted that the people 
of Lebanon have become desensitiz-
ed to the fighting. "When the war 
first began, the sound of a shell 
whistling overhead would send peo-
ple diving for cover. After a few 
months I could look out; my Window 
at people walking down the beach, 
taking little notice as shells explod-
ed a few hundred meters off shore." 
Livingston credited the PLO with 
protecting . the university and its 
members from attack. At times the 
organization evacuated American 
and British citizens from dangerous 
areas, soon to be battle zones. 
·· "It became an insane. situation. 
Students would have to run. · road 
blocks and dodge sniper fire just to 
attend class," Livingston said. "I 
would ask them why they risked 
their lives and they would tell me 
that they lived, slept and ate death 
and they would continue to live as 
norml as possible lives.,, 
The war has been ''organized'' to 
allow such a "normal existance." 
There are weekly lulls in the fighting 
so women can go to the market and 
buy food. ''Then they rush home to 
avoid the rain of mortar fire that 
begins around two o'clock, Liv-
ingston recounted. 
According to Livingston the once 
beautiful paradise of Beirut is now a 
sectioned-off : military city of 
''insecure, distrustful people.'' 
"When you s~ people in the 
markets, conducting their lives in as 
normal a fashion as possible, you 
can recognize the mass shell shock· 
they suffer. Their hands are con-
stantly trembling, their nerves 
twisted into knots, and yet they go 
on," Liv.ingston said. 
"The Lebanese, particularly the 
people of Beirut, practice the art of 
peace in the heart of ·war." 
Azeem Hairstylin'g 
The Scientific Approach to a Total Look 
f~r Men and Women ... Includes Hai.r Analysis 
OPEN ~A~MK 
9-5 Tues.-Sat. ~ 1. 
Thurs. eve. • ~ 
by appt .. only 11: :f {}{ 
CURRY FORD ROAD _. .,. 
> No Gratuities Please 
7213 Curry Ford Rd. 
Orlando 
273-1313 @REDl<EN 
tOJUld. 
ICE CREAM SUPERMARKETS 
r-----~-----~---------------, 
1 SUPER2FOR11 -· 1 
I ONEDAYONLY-OCT.2~ 198.1 I 
I BUY l. .. _GET SAME ITEM FREE! . I 
I Ice Cream Cakes, Deluxe Sundae Dinners, I 
I Nutty Royales, Flying Saucers & Olde Fashioned Sundaes I 
I , . DOITTODAY! I 
~---------------------------J O!'EN 7 438 University Blvd. 
10 A.M. to,10 P.M. 678-0637 University Square 
Honda Express: 
For campus 
·or commuting 
No pedals and an auto-
matic clutch make this 
Honda Express easy to 
ride. Great mileage and 
a low price make it easy 
to afford . Small enough 
to store or park almost 
anywhere. · Best of all 
it's just plain fun t~ 
ride . 
$398 
Honda of Orlando 
1802 Edgewater Drive 
Orlando, Fl. 32804 
841-8641 
H NDA 
... 
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SPO-RTS 
Knights win! 
UCF does it all on the road to beat. Mill~aps 13·&-
by Vince Cotroneo 
Sports editor 
· third quarter, Mike McCrary hooked minutes off the clock, the Knight with a 7 ·O lead and a big sigh of 
up with split end Jimmy Taylor for a defense contfoue'd to hold off relief. 
70-yard touchdo\vn bomb to give the Millsaps. Even a roughing-th~ Once the second half began, the 
For the Knight football team, the team the insurance needed for the kicker penalty didn't shake up the Majors went to the air. Hillman 
breaks fin8ny went ~ts way. victory. That was the longest Knights. Whsn Millsaps took that workedpasses in the· flats to Melvin 
After two weeks of frustration in .touchdown in UCF history, but it drive into Knight territory, UCF Smith and used the fullback screen 
the Tangerine Bowl, the UCF foot· . was only one o~ three records set by held on a fourth and short situation. to Robert Lenoir. It was effeetive 
ball team tried their luck on the road the Knight offense in the game: There were two . major scares enough to put points on the board. 
and came up holding a four-leaf Junior John Muldoon, a transfer before the first half ended. First, Hillman hit Smith with a five-yard . 
clover by beating a tough Millsaps from the Univerisity . of ·South quarterback Mike McCrary,, the pass, and after missing the two-
College squad 13-6 in Jackson, Miss. Florida, broke Mike Stapp'$ mark number three signal caller who was point conversion Millsaps trailed 7-6 . 
Millsaps is ranked eighth in the for most rushing yards in a game. forced into the starting role after in· in the third quarter. 
country for Division III teams. Muldoon carried 22 times for 109 juries to Mike Wood and Bob .Even though McCrary returned 
It was the culmination of all the . yards, breaking the previous record Burkhart, went down also. McCrary to the . lim;mp midway. into the 
units working together. The defense of 101, The team also rushed for aggravated a pulled thigh ~uscle he. third quarter, he was still limping 
bended but would not break. The of· more yardage in a single game, 181 got while practicing. Vincent Lewis slightly. That limp, however, didn't 
fense provided the big play and the total yards on the ground. filled in during the interim until Mc· bother him when he lofted the bomb. 
special teams kept the Major~ in bad With Millsaps pinned deep in their Crary returned in the third Quarter. Thanks to the offensive line, . Mc-
field position for most of the after· own territory, the UCF defense.took The other scare was . something Crary had_ all day to throw ·in the 
noon. . advantage of the opportunity. Scott that has plagued the team in the pocket. Taylor burned the defender 
The defense scored the Knight's Redditt led the charge that forced past weeks-the big-play. With a on the pattern down the left sideline. 
first toucpdovin. Defensive end the fumble and Nemethy was in the minute to go in the half, Millsaps H~ caught the ·ball in stride and 
Jerry Nerilethy pou:µced on .a loose right place at the right time- quarterback Byrd Hillman con· cruised into the endzone untouched. 
footbaU in the end-zone after Doug something the Knights couldn't , nected with wide out Jesse McRight - Despite Ryerson's miss on the extra 
·Ftied!ander's punt trapped Mills~ps manage ·in the first two games. for a 60-yard gain. Bruce Gordon in- point attempt, UCF led 13-6. 
at the one-yard line. Scott Ryerson booted the PAT an~ tercepted another attempt by Both Taylor and McCr&ry worked 
UCF's offense was not to be UCF led 7-0. Hillman to end the drive and .- the on the.play on the sidelines. '.'Mike 
upstaged, bow~~er. Late in the , After grinding out yardage and Knights went into the locker room. 
·Knights lose title thriller to Tars 
A.fter tourney, 
Pe~~ick hopes 
torvictorY When it comes to the finals of a · Sunshine State Conference tourna-
ment, it always seems to be- a con· 
test between UCF and Rollins. 
For the third year in a row,' the 
Knights and the Tars battled for the 
chance to be called tournament 
champions. The past two years, 
UCF had Rollins' number, but on 
Monday, the Tars topped the 
Knights in the longest mat'ch in 
UCF history. After almost three 
hours, Rollins was winner on a 4-3 
shootout. 
The shootout was only the end to a 
grueling affair. Both teams were 
scoreless after regulation play but 
because it was a tournament, the 
squads fought through two-ten 
minute overtime periods. When the 
adc;ltional time expired, it was still a 
0-0 deadlock. That's ·when the 
shootout began. · 
The Knights faced almost sure . 
elimination early iµ the shootout. 
Mark Stell and Lance McKninnon 
missed their one-on-one attempts 
with Tar Goalie Joe ·Raymond. 
Trailing 2-0, Frank Soronellas, Matt 
Meyer and Dave Fall each converted 
their attempt to tie the shootout at 
3-L 
For a conference winner to be 
determined, the shootout continued 
until one team had the advantage. 
Michael Garvanian hit his first shot 
for Rollins and it .was up to Kenny 
Cox to keep the Knight's in the 
match. Cox's shot was blocked and 
the title went to the Tars. · 
'l'o reach the finale, UCF received 
a bye in the first round, then 
destroyed Biscayne 6·2. Soronellas 
and Cox each put three goals in the 
net. 
Rollins beat FIT 5·2 then shut out 
Eckerd 5-0. 
The stage was set. 
The Knights certainly had their 
chances in the match but they came 
up short. Assistant coach Ray· San-
by Elizabeth Perkins 
Future staff 
. The UCF volleyball team com· 
peted last weekend in the Kentucky 
Bluegrass Classic volleyball tour· 
nament at the University of Ken· 
tucky. The Lady Knights, who were 
. 4-5 going into the tourney, defeated 
South Carolina but suffered losses 
to Memphis State, Kentucky, 
Alabama and Northwestern. 
· Head coach Carmen Pennck ex-
plain~ that the slump is due to the 
temporary absence of starting setter 
Ana Martin-Haldago. ''Her absence 
has hurt the team considerably, not 
only in the setter position but in 
defensive ability and court leader-
ship,.'' Pennick said. 
Pennick compares the role of set· 
ter tO that of a football quarterback. 
She cited inexperience, not inability, 
_ . BrtHLaPet~IFuture for the inconsistency in play. "You 
Lance McKinnon .of UCF (right) battles with Jim Kerner of Rollins for con· need a stabilizer, someone who in-
trol during the tournament final. It was·only the second time in six years stills confidence on the court among 
that the Knights lost the conference tournament. members of the team. The setter 
didge couldn't explain the problem. 
"We~e having a hard time," said 
·Sandidge, former captain of the 
Knights. "We're just unlucky. We 
hit the post, miss by inches. It's 
just one of those things. As coaches 
we don't know what to do." 
''I don't know.what it was, but we 
weren't ready to go;" continued San-
didge. "At the end ·we got more coµ-
fident, putting on runs." · 
According to the · NCAA, the 
Knights record currently stands at 
2-2-1. They will try for revenge 
against the Tars at 2 p.m. tomorrow 
at St. Clair field on the campus. 
Befo~e the match, the women's 
soccer team will try for its fourth 
straight win without a defeat. In its 
past two matches against Miami 
and FSU, the women have outscored 
, ~ tends to push when they need to be 
their opponents 35-0. They host the pus-hed," she said. 
University of Florida at noon. . Karin Fisher played an outstan-
For the second encounter of the. ding g~e. in t?e South Carolina 
·year, Sandidge said the team might match killing .rune 01;1t of 12 .at· 
have some changes .· for Rollins. te~pts ~t pomts, rune bl?cking 
"Defensively, we may change things . assists, run~ saves and 15 assists ~n 
up a bit," said Sandidge·. "We went .sets. Also ~ that. game, co-captain 
at them the whole game last time ex- Andrea Jackson killed ~2 out of.18 . . 
cept for the final 35 minutes which att~mpts and also had rune blocking 
we sput them off completely." assists._ . 
..---- Pennick torsees a · dramatic change 
In three of the last four matches, in the team's 5-9 record because of 
the Knights have gone scoreless the return of Martin-Haldago this 
agai?s~ Rollins, ~outh Florida .and week. "·We know what we are sup~ 
Florida lnternat10nal. Sandidge posed to be doing. We have had our 
hopes a little lady luck will he with bright moments but they.just aren't 
the team. back to back.'' , 
"We just have to go with the flow The wo~en hosted Florida A&M 
and hope the breaks fall our ·way, '' Wednesday and then will travel to 
said Sandidge. "It should be dif- Rollins . Oct. 6 to compete against 
ferent the second time around.'' the Tars and Stetson. 
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Knight center anchors offensive line 
·by Elizabeth Perkins 
Futuritataff 
' the first game. Since then Burke 
has been the powerhouse of the of· 
fensive line. 
. Dan Burke is every coach's dream. 
The 6'3", 218-pound junior has 
played · center for the UCF football 
team since its birth in 1979. He has 
not missed a game in two years, and 
according to his coaches, he is a 
good team leader. 
It was not always that way back 
at Eau Gallie High School. He did 
Head coach Don Jonas said he 
feels fortunate to have Burke on the 
squad. "He is one of. the most ag-
gressive and hard-working players 
out there. He is the type of athelete 
we want. We are very proud to have 
him on the football team." 
not start till his senior year. He ex- Over the past three years Burke 
plained, ''I was always the one out has seen many changes in himself 
there holding the dummies for the and the team. ''I have a lot more 
first string. I never grew till my confidence in myself. I feel l can do 
senior year," he said. · . the job when I need to," he said. 
He remembers his first game as 
being a disaster, yet he was soon 
earning the awards of player of the 
game and player of the week. By the 
. end of his senior year, Burke was 
awarded the most improved player 
trophy, which he· considers quite an 
accomplishment. 
Burke feels that this year's team 
is different in that there are no self-. 
proclaimed stars. "There was a lot 
of dissention on the team in the 
past, but now everybody is doing his 
own job. We shoUld be 7-3 for sure." 
As for his future~ Burke said he The following year he heard that 
UCF was starting a football pro· 
gram and decided "to give it my 
best shot,'' and he did. He started in 
doe~ not think that he wants to go Dan Burke, a three year starter, sets to I against the towenng ne o 
into pro football, but insists ''I don't Elizabeth City State. ~e was up against a line that averaged 6-5 and 24() 
want _to hang mY- cleats up yet." lbs. 
·DR. JOHN J. HAMMERLI 
OPTOMETRIST 
VISION EXAMINATIONS•FRAMES & LENSES 
CONTACT LENSES 
· 10279 ~-Colonial Dr. Union Park 273-7370 ... . 
'80 cf Aluminum cylinder, MR 12 II nigulator, Sluefin Com-
pensator w/b1ekpack, Combo Depth 1nd Pressure Piii•, 
Cylinder Boot ind Firmer John Nylon 2 Reversible Wetsuit. 
List Price: $1050.70 
Bring In this 1d ind be ell1lble for 30% STUDENT DISCOUNT on 111 b1Sic diving equipment over $20.00. 
••An Di;lnl Systi111s subject to $et.up chlrse-$31.95, Includes Air, VIP, Regulator 1djustments, lnst.li.tion of Submersible 
Pressure Glu1e 1nd cylinder boot lnstlliltlon. 
Thia Special Expires October 31, 1981 
Thursday, Fr~day & Saturday Night 
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT 
WITH 
Dillinger 
J·op 40 • Variety 
Same Low Prices 
Cover 
OPEN7 DAYS 
SUNDAY-THURSDAY 11TILL12 
FRIDAY &SATURDAY 11 TILL2 
FIAT 
DATSUN 
TOYOTA 
vw 
SUBARU 
AMERICAN & FORIEGN CAR CENTER 
GENERAL AUTO.REPAIRS 
e.P'.AKE" . SAVETHIS 
Y" ~ ~ r-----1 
~~ , -~~Q · · I FREE I 
~~ ---~\ 'O IBRAKECHECKI 
-- ~ I WITHAD I L _____ J 
1058 w: Fairbanks 
SAVETHIS Opposite Sinkhole · ~ 
~l~-4 8 
-
:\:tnt FOR Al)DITIONAL ~~lr:t{ 
. . 
(FIRST DO~ATION ONLY) 
PROFESSIONAL 
BLOOD DONORS 
NEEDED 
You May Donate 
Twice Weeklyl 
NEW DONOR HOURS 
MON.·WED.·FRI. 7:30 AM-11:00 AM 
TUES.· THURS. 7:30 AM-3:00 PM 
llTEBCOASTAL 
PLASMA CORP. 
946 S. ORANGE AVE. 
3 Blocks North of 
Orange Memorial Hospital 
843·1773 
'II 'MFj 
.. . 
.. 
~ 
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Footba.11------frompagell For the tun of it 
and I saw the defensive back mov-
ing up," said Taylor. "I just 
couldn't believe how open I was." 
play of the game,'' said Jonas. ''The 
defense held off the Majors. They 
were a very tough team. 
Friedlander's punt and the fumble 
recovery were big breaks. for us too. 
We finally got the breaks to fall our 
way." 
It was the running game that put 
the contest on ice for the Knights in 
the final stanza. With time running 
out and UCF facing a long yardage 
situation, Muldoon cut left on the The Knights will try to make it 
sweep and gained 27 yards deep into . two in a row tomorrow night in the 
Major territory. From there, the Tangerine Bowl against the Miles 
Knights ran the clock down to three College Golden Bears of Birm-
seconds left. A desperation pass by ingham, Ala. UCF tied with Miles 
Hillman fell way short of the mark last season 11~11. The Golden Bears 
and the Knights had their first vie- are 0-2-1 going into the game and 
tory. UCF is 1-2. 
A jubilant head coach Don Jonas Kickoffs for the rest of the season 
had nothing but praise for his squad. have been moved back from 7 p.m. 
"The pass to Taylor was the big to 7:30 p.m. 
·········································~····~ .. . . . .  
: DELIVERY SERVICE AVAILABLE : 
• • • • . ~ . i OPEN ~ mister Neil Orzo :. 
• ~ Coru..U:-· • . • 24 HOURS . -- Jack McCabe • : ~~~ : 
• • 
: 1510 S. Orlando Ave., Maitland, FL. 32751 : 
-: . (305) 647-9549 . . : 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Reward -Wanted-
•Passports 
•License 
•I.D. 
•Color&B/W 
. STUDENTS 
•Individuals 
•Couples 
•Groups 
•Composits 
•Weddings 
•Dances & Parties 
. ' 
10% DISCOUNT WITH I.D. CARD 
F otographic Services 
1809 East Colonial Drive 896-2050 
·- .. -~-~-- -
Reeonditioned Radiators in Stoek 
For Most Passenger Can 
"LOW PRICES" 
"FREE" . TRANSPORTATION 
IN UCFAREA · 
·111818811 
RADIATOR SPECIALISTS 
MASTER CHARGE • VISA • AMERICAN EXPRESS 
275-9327 i10662 E. Cololitl Dr. .Union Park 
TOWNHOUSES FOR RENT! . 
9RAND NEW! 2 BDRM 1Y2 BATH 
All APPUANCES INCLUDING WASHER/DRYER, 
DISHWASER, CARPET, DRAPES, PATIO! 
VQUR MONTHLY RENT I~ ONLY: 
WALKTOOCFI *tOS ea. W/3 roomlftl 
*t40 ea. W/2 roomates 
ICHMYAM r: *210 ea. W/t roomate ... = ... ... CONTACT:CARLIWERS Q 2: 
'Z z 
REAL ESTATE ONE INC . ... :t s AlAFA'IA 
. UCF 644-6244 
- -
The Office of Recreational Services announces its first All-
U niversity Volleyball Tournament on Saturday, Oct. 10. Champions 
will be crowned in three intramural divisions. Teams must sign-up by 
Wednesday, Oct. 7. 
Operating hours for the weightlifting dome during the week are: 
Monday-Thursday, 12 a.m. to 8 p.m.; Friday, 12 a.m. to 6 p.m.; and 
Saturday and Sunday, 12 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
The Golf Team Rejects, led by Pete Wostowizz's 76 and Bart Brad-
shaw's 79, captured the Intramural Golf Team and Intramural Tour- -
nament last Saturday. A staff team of Bob Moss, Mike Kinder, 
George McCumber Sr. and George McCumber Jr. finished runner-up 
in the to'1rney. 
Mark Carey won closest to the pin, Steve Cain won the mens' long 
drive while Joanna Chen won the women's long drive. 
NEE.D AUTO INSURANCE? 
You need to call ... 
898-2454 
WIZARDS OFORIANDO 
4 -
THE CHAMPIONSHIP GAME ROOM 
NOW OPEN! 
•Hottest Came Room E~er . 
•Qualifylng Tournament loeaffon for the *SO Atari World Cha1npion1hip1 
Tournament Came - Centipede- Sign Up By Oot. 8th and Praeffee Now 
•Spont0ring Team1/leagu11/and·Weekly Contesll .tth Prlzet to he Olfen Away 
•Featuring: Defender, Pae Man, Asleroidt, ~nffpedet, Seramhle & Many More 
GRAND OPENING OCT. 1-4 
CONTESTS•PRIZES•All GAMES ON .FREE PIAY SUN. OCT. 4, 11~4 
415 s. oR1ANoo AVE. 1-Ta1s couPoN CooDFoR-1· 
(MINI RANCH MAU) I 2 FREE TOKENS : 
WINTER PARK 647-CAME I . I 
SUN.-THURS. 11:10 AM -11:00 PM : UMIT: ~NE COUPON PER DAV PER PERSON I -
FRl.-SAT. 11:00 AM - MIDNIGHT - , _____ ..,.... ________ ~. 
curs, 
PERMS 
&COi.OR 
fOIBll 
lOOICS 
Show Your St~dent l.D. Ancj_Receive A 10% Discount 
On All Services Mon.-Wed. 
(Not to be used with other discounts) 
D¢fuD 
Com ... aild Performanee 
Complete Hairstyling For Men and Women · 
Winter Park Mall , 534 N. Orlando Ave. Winter Park, Fl. 32789 628·8936 
HOURS M-F 10 to 9 Sat. 9 to 8 Sun.12:30 to 5 
• • .JDIOD 
'Mike Griffin 
Senators maY. level 
forests for inilustry 
Good news for entrepreneurs 
of asphalt: James Watt is not 
alone. That's right parki~g lot 
fans, there are others in 
Washington who are doing.· 
their best to obliterate our na·. -t 
tion' s wilderness areas before 
the Second Coming. 
The foremost face in this in· 
trepid little band of fanatics is 
'. 
the conservative - senator from California, 
S.l. Hayakawa. Hayakawa and three 
other senators have introduced a bill that .wowd 
put an end to national forest designations in the · 
East in just a year-and-a-half. In other words, if 
this legislation is passed, environmentalists will 
have just 18 months to file reports that will even· 
· tually decide the fate of thousands of acres of 
unspoiled wilderness.- _ 
The -intent of the bill is to open up more land for 
timber production. However, only about 10 per· 
cent of the endang~red lands are currently 
suitable for timber use. In order to convert the 
wilderness regions, timber companies will have to 
build roads through, and to chop up forests un· 
touched by human hands for centuries. · 
I will be-the first to admit that I am not an avid 
outdoorsman. The · closest I've come to · a 
wilderness is a Grizzly Adams rerun. I'm not 
thinking of my own selfish interests, I'm worried 
about all those hunting advocates. What do Na~ 
tional Rifle Association members and outdoor . 
reactionaries like Charley Reese shoot at when 
the forest animalE! are gone? Liberals? · 
Remember the tear-jerking article Reese wrote 
last year glorifying a boy's first kill? (He was 
· talking about a deer of course). If this legislation 
passes, Tail Gunner Charley's grandchildren will 
have to score their "first kill" on a Space In-
vaders machine. 
In any event, the legislation will probably pass. 
Afterall, the timber lobby promises to 
·"recondition" the forests they cut down. 
Now, if the Department of the Interior would 
just.print .a pamphlet explaining how to string a 
hammock between two s~ inch saplings ... 
The Future welcomes l(!tters from its readers. 
Letters should be delivered to the Future by 5 
p.m. on the Monday prior to publication to be con· 
sidered for publication in the n·ext issue. Though 
each- letter must bear the writer's signature and 
phone number, names will be withheld upon re-' 
. quest. The Future reserves the right to edit let-
ters. 
Mailing address: P. 0. Box 250oo, Orlando, 
Florida 32816. 
Letters 
. \ 
. Axe shouldn't ·fall on student loans 
·Despite Reagan's efforts to cut back the 
cost of financing student aid, this· year more . 
than $8 million in student aid will be 
distributed to UCF students, $2 million 
more than last year. 
The announcement of Oct. 1 as deadline 
for implementing the cuts led to an early 
rush on .financial aid applications, causing 
more applications to be process~d early in 
the year. "The kids beat the bell," said Don 
·Baldwin, financial aid director. 
Students may have won round one of the 
student aid bout, but Baldwin said it was 
"just a one time shot." Round two may 
begin next year as the administration .con-
siders· · cutting more from the federally 
financed Guaranteed Student Loan pro· 
gram. 
Since Reagan's television address prepar· 
ing citizens for further sacrifices~ financial 
aid directors are concerned that more 
restrictions will b~ put on student lo.ans. 
·"After the president's ·speech, we felt like 
we were going to get a second axe,'' Baldwin 
said. "But it will probably not take effect·· 
\-\-\OU 6~T 0~ 
·ltl~T ,I; "' . 
until next year. We'll know by the end of 
November.'' 
He said the government is considering 
cutting the loan program back by 43 per· 
cent, rather than the current 25 percent. 
It is . hoped the administration won't ac-
complish this by forcing students to pay 
their own interest rates on bank loans while 
in school. Currently, the federal govern· 
ment will accept that burden. 
If students are forced to pay the interest 
the GSL program .will die because so many 
banks . will pull out. The banks would begin 
monitoring loans and billing students in-
stead of mer~ly billing .. the government. 
According to Paul Borden. , president of 
the Association of Student Loan Funds, the 
government ''is spending about $2 billion a 
year (under GSL) to support $20 billion in 
credit to students.!' -
Such an investment in the human 
resources of the nation is 8: bargain. Reagan 
should leave it intact. 
• • f -
Mary Wilson 
Editor-in-Chief 
' 
Athletes should play though GPAs may fall below 2.0 
Editor: _ 
.Your article "Athlete's Must Keep 2.0 GPA" has prompted me to write 
this letter: · 
I have no difficulty in appreciating that students whose GP As fall below 
a certain standard should be placed on academic warning or probation. 
What I fail to understand is the rationale for denying such individuals the -
right to compete in athletics even though they are still considered bona fide 
students of UCF. 
Not only do I regard the proposed measure as being unrealistic, but also 
as a threat to the students' athletic career and to spectator sports in 
general. , 
It is commendable that Dr. Kennedy and other advocates of the new 
policy want athletes to aspire for academic excellence. However, to use 
athletic participation as the means to this end seems to make it more dif-
ficult for the academically insecure athletes to survive in an already com· 
petitive "business." · 
No amount of academic coaching will make some athletes acquire the· 
"magic 2.0 GP A, · es~ially when deprived of what they do best and enjoy 
doing. 
Mr. Goldsby's comment would have endorsed this observation had he not ; 
singled out black players as those most likely to be affected by this new 
policy. • ·. · · · . 
The fact that (if it is) more black athletes have below 2.0 GPAs is irrele-
vant in this. context. If he had only taken -into consideration that the ma-
jority of our athletes are black he would have furnished us with more in· 
telligent data. 
Our policy makers must come up with a solution which eliminates any 
chance of students having to suffer the loss of athletic privileges at the ex-
pense of academic pursuits. 
-
It is no military secret that at~etic capabilities are an important criterion 
in selecting some students at UCF. I would imagine that the selection com-
.mittee had prior knowledge of students' academic background also. 
. Therefore I think it is unfair to impose any form of censorship now that 
might curtail such students' freedom to participate in athletics. 
Girvan Shkley 
.. 
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Classes closed to freshmen 
Editor: 
The incoming freshman is overjoyed at the thought of obtaini,ng a college 
education-until registration. His optimism quickly vanishes, being replaced 
by something akin to abject despair as all pot~ntial courses are displayed on 
the emotionless tube. · 
He is left incredulous at the realization that even required courses nor-
mally taken in the first semester were closed long before his registration 
time. __ 
Nevertheless, he endures. He obtains consent to bypass prerequisites. 
He takes off-campus night courses. He finds solace in add/drop. He 
manages to get a full-time schedule. He then writes a letter to the editor of 
this paper, in the hope that persons in authority will see the letter and take 
whatever action they cari s·o that he may be spared a similiar experience in 
the future. 
Richard Skoblick 
Add/drop no answer to woes 
Editor: 
·I would like to register a complaint wij;h you about ~he registration 
problem at the University. The process is quite irritating. 
It is really disgusting wheµ ori the second day (out of four) of registration 
· most of the classes are closed. I know that the University is growing too 
fast to handle the influx of students, but something has to be done about 
this situation. Presently, the only way to increase a student's hours is to go 
through add/drop. This is not a plausible method because aqd/drop was 
designed for the purpose of dealing with a few hours, not a whole load. 
Benny S. Pederson 
Working students miss orientation 
Editor: · - · 
I believe that the present university orientation program is quite unfair to 
many UCF students. Granted, there is a special orientation program for 
freshmen, but I believe that it is quite biased. What about freshmen who . 
are employed at a full-time office job? How are we to attend a two day 
program when we are unable to request two full days off from work? 
I believe that there should be a separate evening orientation program 
planned for those of us who work on an eight-to-five basis. We. too. need · 
to be fully advised of what UCF has to offer and where we can go to obtain 
those services. If night courses are offered, so should night orientation. 
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VISION SERVICES 
_Get a New Look, Put Your Glasses Away!! 
Professionally Fit Soft Contact Lenses 
IWITHAD$&&1 
Includes Complete Eye Exam and Follow-up Care for 3 months 
*Lenses 
not included 
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(Rx for glasses) __ E_y_e_E_x_a_m __ 
. I WITHAD$25I 
. I 
I Dr. S.L. Kaufman FASHl.ON SQUARE MALL 894-2013 I 
I 
I Weekdays, Evenings & Saturdays 
(Adjacent to Pearie Vision Center) 
STUDENT ·coV·ERNMENT 
OFF'ERS 
LEGAL.SERVICES. 
GOT.PROBLEMS WITH: -------
Landl~rd~·? . . 
Insurance.?· 
Coritracts? 
'The Police? 
Scudent Government seeks · to provide 
students at the University of Central Florida 
with Legal serYices in matters affecting their 
welfare as· students. Services pro"¥ided include 
·~mdlord ,-tenant, consumer' and 
_discriµifoation problems. AlsQ, ·no,ncrim~naJ 
traffic cas~s, divorce, conversiorl ~f pr.operty, 
and name.change transactors. 
O~r program offers legal- advice, · con-
sultation and docume~t drafting ~ of 
charge to students in need of services. Call 
215-2538 or stop by S.C. 210 for more in-
formation cir an appoiriment . 
This way everyone will learn about the university and will hopefully make us 
aware of it's many extracuricular programs. 
Lori K. Hicks 
Senate objections 'sour grapes' 
Editor: 
I am writing in response to Dennis Long's article concerning committee 
endorsements. As the author of the flyer, I accept responsibility for its 
printing and dissemination. Now there wouldn't be any issue if the commit-
tee's candidates had lost, but they all won except Mark Donaldson. The 
heart of the issue is sour grapes. , · 
Some of those who lost, as well as their supporters, are just plain bitter. 
Either they wer~ not considered the best candidate and-or they didn't cam-
paign hard enough. Whatever the reason, the students have spoken. 
Certain candidates who were elected seek to extract revenge for their 
friends who lost. . I've heard that my impeachment is forthcoming as a 
result of the conimittee's endorsements. The charge of impeachment is a 
' serious one, not to be frivolously applied because of personality differences. 
The "controversial" flyer was approved by Paul Magnant, election commis-
sioner. With its approval, the issue is settled. 
Rather than waste several weeks in an emotional trial which will amount 
to nothing1 I suggest that we get working on problems we were elected to 
solve. Such as better concerts, SAdA and periodic financial aid problems. 
The students I spoke with during the recent campaign are not at all in-
terested in petty, internal squabbling. 
I have some advi~e for my political adversaries. In the immortal words of 
Harry S. Truman~ ''If you can't stand the heat, get out of the kitchen!" 
Sen. Rob Rotter 
. -
Pavilion nice but needs additions 
Editor: 
It was a great idea to buHd the outdoor study pavilion. Though it is nice, 
I believe more consideration could have been put int~ its construction. 
The biggest complaint is the seating situation. When the six positions on 
the ends of the benches are occupied, someone must move for so.meone else 
to sit down. There is ample space for benches on the other sides of the 
tables. 
A niche to hold a trash can would have been an improvement. Some 
people can carry a full Coke in there, but just can't lug the empty can to a 
proper receptacle. Debris flying around distracts concentration needed for 
studying. 
The insulating dirt gives the pavilion tl~e appearance of a fo~hole com-
pared to the newly landscaped humanities and fine arts area behind it. . 
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·_ING-SOON 
Start the year right. Take Comm~nd of your future, your life, 
and your money. The first two are up to you, but ComBanks 
. can help with ~he third . .. yqur monejt. 
Combanks' Command 24 card puts you in command of your 
money 24 hours a day, seven days a .week. You can make a 
deposltor withdrawal at any convenient ComBank location . 
. · ~,-.;~,'.~ __ you can even verify your checking account balance. 
Gf{fjfi}i~nks is a fuH service._ bank-that·can-help you with your 
: ., ·· _<;·,.;f~~tl~ncial n_eeds. Cheqk,irig_. ~nd Savings accounts. Loans. . 
-L';--.p-" : .. ,.(e~~Depos1t boxes; Ar@--rnJ!f~> Visit your nearby Com Bank -
·· ·· :!{~::,."-location today..}~d?(J~:tlme for you to take command?. : 
., · ., · · ·: «:lttw~j~/ ''?·~;;.. · 
West of 
dministration Building, 
adjacent to the 
parkif!g lot. 
Bank 
Member FDIC 
. . - . - - ~"- . 
- . - - . ~ . ,. "· 
~ .. .. .. . ~ 
